As our knowledge of biological processes advances, we are increasingly aware that cells actively position sub-cellular organelles and other constituents to control a wide range of biological processes. Many studies quantify the position and motion of, for example, fluorescently labeled proteins, protein aggregates, mRNA particles or virus particles. Both differential interference contrast (DIC) and fluorescence microscopy can visualize vesicles, nuclei or other small organelles moving inside cells. While such studies are increasingly important, there has been no complete analysis of the different tracking methods in use, especially from the practical point of view. Here we investigate these methods and clarify how well different algorithms work and also which factors play a role in assessing how accurately the position of an object can be determined. Specifically, we consider how ultimate performance is affected by magnification, by camera type (analog versus digital), by recording medium (VHS and SVHS tape versus direct tracking from camera), by image compression, by type of imaging used (fluorescence versus DIC images) and by a variety of sources of noise. We show that most methods are capable of nanometer scale accuracy under realistic conditions; tracking accuracy decreases with increasing noise. Surprisingly, accuracy is found to be insensitive to the numerical aperture, but, as expected, it scales with magnification, with higher magnification yielding improved accuracy (within limits of signal-to-noise). When noise is present at reasonable levels, the effect of image compression is in most cases small. Finally, we provide a free, robust implementation of a tracking algorithm that is easily downloaded and installed.
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Abbreviation list
BPD
Beam position detector using quadrant photodiode CCD Charge coupled device COR Correlation (normalized correlation coefficient) DIC Differential interference contrast ISeeCM ISee method using correlation with a centroid interpolation ISeePSF ISee method using correlation with a parabolic surface fit interpolation ISeeACM ISee method using correlation with an adaptive centroid interpolation
JPEG
Joint photographic experts group LVCent
LabVIEW method using centroid to determine object center LVCOR LabVIEW correlation-based method with centroid interpolation LVPara LabVIEW correlation-based method with parabolic interpolation LVPSF LabVIEW correlation-based method with parabolic surface fit interpolation MetaThresh1 MetaMorph centroid method with automatic threshold for light objects MetaThresh2 MetaMorph centroid method with manual threshold
Introduction
Advances in understanding the link between signaling pathways and molecular motor-based transport [1] [2] [3] , in linking neurodegenerative diseases to active transport [4, 5] , in investigating how the cytoplasm is appropriately partitioned during cell division [6] and in understanding protein aggregation, destruction and prion diseases [7, 8] , have all highlighted the need for accurate determination of the position and motion of sub-cellular organelles. Nanometer-scale particle tracking has many uses, including determination of diffusion constants of proteins in cell membranes [9] , step displacements of beads attached to molecular motors [10, 11] and displacement of actin fibers or microtubules driven by molecular motors [12] . Luckily, the combination of new fluorescent technologies that label specific proteins or subcellular structures and tremendously increased computer speed have made it possible to gather large quantities of high-quality data reflecting the position versus time of many such objects.
Here we review methods for tracking nanometer-scale objects, and evaluate factors that can alter the ultimate accuracy of determination of a particle's position. For the non-specialist, we provide specific suggestions for robust ways to achieve results with nanometer-level accuracy. Methods used for tracking algorithms include finding the center of mass (centroid) of the object [9, 13] , fitting a Gaussian curve to the object [14] [15] [16] [17] , cross-correlation and its derivatives (COR) [10, 18, 19] and sum-absolute difference (SAD) [20] . However, methods such as COR and SAD do not give sub-pixel position on their own. Instead they create a 'correlation image' showing regions of high similarity between a template image and the current image. A method of interpolating the nearest sub-pixel position of this 'correlation object' is then necessary. The types of interpolation that have been used include parabolic, cosinusoidal, and Gaussian [21] fitting and centroid calculation [10] . Currently, the method of choice for tracking in many laboratories [18, 19] is to apply a COR-based algorithm, followed by centroid interpolation to give sub-pixel position. Such a method was previously described [10] and is used in some form in the commercial programs described below.
In the methods of particle tracking examined here, tracking begins with the selection of a region of interest. Then, in each image, the chosen method of locating the particle's center is applied and this center position is used to reposition the area of interest for the next image acquired. The methods for locating the center of a particle examined here can be broken down into two broad groups: pure centroid-based methods and correlation-based methods. For methods based solely on centroid calculation, a search region is placed as tightly around the object of interest as possible (given how far the particle can move between frames). Before the centroid is calculated, a threshold operation is performed to remove as much background noise as possible without losing the edge of the object. Then the center of mass is calculated and used to re-center the search region for the next frame.
Tracking a particle in an image sequence using a correlation method requires choosing a template image to be searched for in subsequent images. The algorithm overlays and calculates a correlation with this template image for each point within the selected search region, creating a correlation image where high brightness indicates high correlation. This is illustrated in figure 1 . A threshold is applied to the correlation image to remove the background and the center of the correlation image is then found using an interpolation method (in this paper, parabolic, centroid, or parabolic surface fit).
Depending on the exact implementation of particle tracking used, investigators typically propose that an accuracy of ∼10 nm or better can be achieved [10, 18, 22] . When magnification and the physical size of the pixels in the CCD chip of the camera are considered, the image pixel size is typically between 30 nm/pixel and 150 nm/pixel (see e.g. [22] ). Thus, to achieve an accuracy of 10 nm corresponds to locating the center of the object to somewhere between 1/3 and 1/15th of a pixel. The term 'accuracy' used throughout this paper should not be confused with optical resolution, namely, the smallest distance between two objects that a microscope can distinguish. The latter is limited in the far field by the wavelength of light used for imaging. However, in an image where a particle is well separated from any other particles, determination of its position is not limited by the wavelength and has no obvious theoretical limitation. The term accuracy thus reflects the uncertainty with which a method determines the position of this single particle being tracked.
Past work by Cheezum et al [21] quantitatively compared four methods of tracking: Gaussian, centroid, COR and SAD, using computer-generated fluorescence images ranging in size from point sources to several microns in diameter. All four methods failed as the noise in the sample increased, and in particular as the signal-to-noise approached 4. Both the COR and SAD algorithms were tested with cosinusoidal, Gaussian and parabolic interpolation to achieve sub-pixel accuracy. For objects on the order of size of the wavelength of light and larger, direct Gaussian fitting is inappropriate, so only the centroid, SAD and COR methods were tested. It was found that all three of these methods were subject to some level of pixel bias error, i.e. the method displays a 'preference' for certain positions within a pixel. While COR followed by a centroid interpolation is an often-used method [10, 18, 19 ], it was not tested.
Cheezum et al's study was useful but failed to consider many important practical issues that we shall address here. First, the commonly used 'COR followed by centroid' option needs to be evaluated. Second, for a non-technical user, how well do the commercial, 'off-the-shelf' options work? Here, we compare a number of algorithms that we implement in LabVIEW with two 'off-the-shelf' options: ISee and MetaMorph. Third, a number of choices can be made in the details of the microscopy. Which ones are important, and to what extent? Finally, there could be many real world sources of 'noise'. What are some of the most significant sources, and what is their effect on tracking?
Materials and methods
Two commercial tracking programs (ISee and MetaMorph) 3, 4 were compared with four tracking programs written in LabVIEW 5 . The specific tracking methods used in ISee were 'correlation coefficient' combined with either 'center of mass' (ISeeCM), 'parabolic surface fit' (ISeePSF) or 'adaptive center of mass' (ISeeACM) these being methods used to calculate the center position of the object in the correlation image. Under MetaMorph, track objects 'threshold image' (a centroid-based method) was used with two different kinds of thresholding 'light object' (MetaThresh1) and manual (MetaThresh2). In MetaMorph, we also used track objects 'template match' (MetaTM) (both with and without derivative active). Template match with derivative active did not consistently track, so it was excluded from further consideration. In LabVIEW, the four methods tested were 'normalized correlation coefficient' (implemented through OpenCV 6 code, same correlation method as ISee) followed by centroid (LVCOR) (same as 'center of mass'), parabolic interpolation (LVPara) or parabolic surface fit (LVPSF), and centroid with an applied threshold (LVCent). The LabView method accompanying this paper as a free download is the correlation-based method with centroid calculation referred to as LVCOR throughout the manuscript. It is available for download on the Gross-lab website: http://bioweb.bio.uci.edu/sgross/.
Centroid-based methods
Pure centroid-based methods apply a threshold to the image and then compute the energy center of the region of interest. The energy center of the grayscale image of width w and height h is calculated as follows: 
where x is the current x position, y is the current y position, and I (x, y) is the intensity of the image at point (x, y). Various methods may be used to select an appropriate threshold. An appropriate threshold is one that minimizes the appearance of noise while retaining as much of the object (and its shape) as possible (see supplementary figure III available from stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/2/60). Two programs which use this method were tested, a custom LabVIEW program (LVCent) and MetaMorph centroid with auto threshold light on (MetaThresh1) and MetaMorph centroid with the threshold manually set (MetaThresh2). In LVCent the centroid is calculated using the LabVIEW IMAQ centroid function, taking into account pixels with values above the threshold. The position of the search region is then updated to place the coordinates of the centroid at the center of the search region. The threshold value is determined by use of IMAQ Auto B threshold that computes the optimal threshold value of an image based on the requested statistical method (in this case inter-class variance). Thresholding is then implemented with IMAQ threshold.
In the MetaThresh1 method, a threshold isolating bright objects is applied and a center-of-mass calculation is performed on the search region in each image. No details are given on how the threshold level is chosen.
In the MetaThresh2 method, a threshold is chosen manually so that the background is minimized without undue changes to the shape of the object being tracked. A centerof-mass calculation is then performed on the search region in each image.
Correlation-based methods
Many methods make use of a correlation algorithm to locate regions within an image that have high identity with a sample image, known as the template (figure 1). Put simply, the template image is overlayed and compared to the image of interest and moved over the image of interest one pixel at a time, with each location being scored for its similarity to the template image. This set of similarity scores build up a correlation image. The correlation image has the advantage of low noise, since many points are compared to many other points to create it. The method ISee used, and which we used for our LabVIEW programs, is the normalized correlation coefficient, which is calculated as follows:
where R is the correlation image, w is the width of the template, h is the height of the template, T is the template image, I is the search area image, T is the mean pixel value of the template, I is the mean pixel value of the image within the current area (x , y to x + w, y + h), (x, y) and (x + x , y + y ) are the pixel positions in the respective images (template and search area). This gives a result for each point between −1 and 1. Negative values indicate negative correlation and are excluded. The brightness of the correlation matrix is scaled from 0 to 10 000 in ISee and from 0 to 30 000 in LabVIEW. Correlation methods on their own give a correlation image (R(x, y)). By selecting the brightest point you can get an estimate to one pixel of the center of the object, but sub-pixel accuracy is usually desired since one pixel is usually tens of nanometers across. To achieve sub-pixel accuracy, one of the following methods was applied:
Parabolic interpolation.
The brightest pixel in the correlation image is identified and a parabolic fit is performed in x and y using one point to either side as described in Cheezum et al [21] (equations (12), (13) , (14) ). This method is used in the LabVIEW parabolic fit (LVPara) program.
Centroid (center of mass).
The energy center of the grayscale correlation image is computed as in equation (1). This is done after the application of a threshold to remove the background correlation. This method is used by LabVIEW correlation/centroid (center of mass) (LVCOR) and ISee center of mass (ISeeCM). LVCOR uses IMAQ 7 centroid which computes the energy center of the grayscale correlation image.
ISee adaptive center of mass (ISeeACM) uses a variation of this procedure where it first performs a feature extraction (no details provided in the NanoTrack manual) in the correlation matrix to remove any correlation with other objects in the scan area and then computes the center of mass as in ISeeCM.
The LVCOR method together with user instructions is available for download on the Gross-lab website: http://bioweb.bio.uci.edu/sgross/. When you download this program, please email us so we can send future updates 7 IMAQ-Vision (IMAQ-Vision Builder 6) is a package of programs available from National Instruments which are used for machine vision applications. or program corrections.
As a condition of use, you must acknowledge the use of the program in any resulting manuscript, and cite this manuscript. Such cites will help track usage, allowing us to justify to the NIH (National Institute of Health) the utility of developing future free software, including updates and extensions to the currently distributed tracking program.
Parabolic surface fit (PSF).
This method fits the correlation image to a two-dimensional parabolic function to compute the position of the object. This method is used by Labview parabolic surface fit (LVPSF) and by ISee parabolic surface fit (ISeePSF). The NanoTrack Manual for ISee does not give details on the algorithm used to find the 2d parabolic surface fit. In the LVPSF method a grid of points either 6 × 6 (even) or 7 × 7 (odd) centered on the brightest pixel in the correlation matrix is fit by a parabolic surface and the sub-pixel center coordinates are extracted from the equation of the parabolic surface. The equation fit is of the form,
solved by the method of multiple linear regression to give the least-squares fit.
Template match (TM).
A method which performs a convolution between the first image and the current image. This method is used only by MetaMorph template match (MetaTM). Details on what exactly this method does are not available in the manual, but is likely correlation related.
Comparison of methods
Tracking methods were compared using several standards: fixed bead moved in x and imaged with a differential interference contrast (DIC) microscope, simulated fluorescent bead moved in x and y with and without noise added (the noise varying in strength), simulated DIC bead moved in x and y with and without noise and simulated fluorescence images compressed by different degrees. A measure of the deviation of the measured position from the expected one was then calculated as described in the results section. In cases where an absolute position reference was unavailable (e.g. for DIC images where the stage was moved to create bead motion) methods were compared by taking the difference between the track and the best-fit line to the track. When compared on sample images where the position was known this method was found to have only small deviations. Artificial image stacks are, unless otherwise stated, 550 frames long with a displacement of 1/11th of a pixel between frames.
Generation of fluorescence test images. Pseudo-fluorescence images were generated using the method described in Cheezum et al [21] both with and without noise. Briefly, a solid white object is first created in a matrix 11 times larger than the desired final matrix to allow sub-pixel positioning of the object. The solid object is then transformed by a point-spread function which incorporates information on the magnification and the numerical aperture of the simulated microscope. The matrix thus obtained is subsequently integrated to get the final image size. Noise, assumed to be shot noise (Poisson), is then added and the pixel values scaled to a 256 grayscale to match the images taken by the microscope system. Images generated programmatically were saved as TIFF files and were then converted to other formats as desired. Conversion to compressed forms was accomplished using QuickTime 8 . Compressed movies were decompressed to TIFF files so that all tracking methods would be tracking identical image sequences. This procedure preserves artifacts produced by compression and may introduce a small error of its own, but since this is present for all methods it is inconsequential for our investigation.
Generation of DIC test images.
Pseudo-DIC images were generated using a variant of the method described above. The major difference is the use of an object that simulates the optical properties of a DIC image, generated by the method described by Young et al [23] instead of a solid object before transformation by a point-spread function. After passing through the point-spread function the final image reproduces many of the properties of true DIC images, such as the appearance of shadowed and light regions and the presence of a symmetry axis.
Recording of real analog/digital DIC images. Analog DIC images were generated by moving a piezoelectric stage smoothly with a bead fixed to the coverslip in the field of view. As the stage moved, image sequences were recorded to VHS cassette or SVHS cassette with time-base corrector (JVC SR-V10U). The moving bead was either tracked directly in real time or from cassette (LabVIEW only) or digitized as QuickTime JPEG A using the media recorder on a Silicon Graphics (O2) computer (IRIX Release 6.5), converted to a TIFF stack by Apple QuickTime (6.5.1), and then tracked using LabVIEW, ISee and MetaMorph.
Digital DIC images were generated by moving the piezoelectric stage as described above, but were instead recorded using a Basler A311f firewire camera (Basler BCAM version 1.8.0034) and StreamPix software (NorPix, version 3.13.0) and saved as an uncompressed AVI on a RAID 0 array on a Dell Dimension 8200 computer. The AVI was converted to QuickTime JPEG A using QuickTime and then converted to a TIFF stack for tracking using LabVIEW, ISee and MetaMorph.
Calculation of signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
As the signal-to-noise ratio of the tracked object can determine how accurately it can be followed, in some cases this ratio must be calculated. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is calculated as [24] S
where C on is the total pixel value of a box centered on the object, n is the number of points in this box, x back is the mean background from a box not centered on the object, p is the size of this second box and G is the gain of the system (effectively, the number of photoelectrons per pixel brightness level, necessary as the camera output is read to be between 0 and 255). For the simulated images the gain is known to be either 1 (S/N 8.4 and 13.9), 2 (S/N 21.3) or 4 (S/N 29.5). Usually for images from a camera the gain is not known. It can be estimated, however, from the standard deviation of the background of an image (assuming a Poisson distribution for the noise). An example is provided below using a real DIC image (supplementary figure I available from stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/2/60). The S/N values used in this paper are maximum S/N within the object calculated with n = 1 (calculate S/N for every pixel in the image) and p = 400 (a 20 × 20 background area is used to calculate the σ used everywhere).
To estimate the gain, first calculate the mean and standard deviation of the pixel values in a region of the background. The noise (standard deviation, σ ) of a poisson process should be √ N, where N is the number of photoelectrons giving rise to the signal. If the gain is 1, then B = σ 2 = N where B is the mean background pixel value. If the gain is not one, then B = σ 2 and the ratio gives the gain, thus G = B σ 2 . To test this, the maximum S/N was calculated for cases where G was already known. The results were as follows: For S/N 8.4 (gain known to be 1), G was found to be 0.99; for S/N 13.9 (gain known to be 1), G = 0.97; for S/N 21.3 (gain known to be 2), G = 2.03; for S/N 29.5 (gain known to be 4) G = 3.84. All of the calculated values are within 5% of the values chosen when generating test images, which validates the use of this approach as an estimate of the true gain in cases when the gain is unknown. A more detailed method requiring more images may be found at the Photometrics website [25] and references therein.
Results and discussion
Overview
Tracking accuracy can be influenced by three general classes of effects: details of the microscopy, the effect of a variety of sources of 'noise' and the specific tracking algorithm (and its implementation). The details of the different tracking algorithms tested, and their implementations, were given in the materials and methods section but the actual evaluation of their performance is presented below. Before going into the experimental details, we shall briefly summarize the different sources of noise, and the general features of microscopy that could impact tracking performance.
There are many factors that contribute to the effective noise within an image before tracking occurs. Among the most significant are: the shot noise in the camera's CCD, jitter from mechanical and electronic noise in the device used for recording (VCR, typically), analog-to-digital conversion artifacts occurring when the cassette is digitized for tracking, and digital compression, which is often used to make the file size manageable when digitized images are stored on the hard drive. Additionally, analog camera interlacing results in moving objects displaying a serrated edge. These sources of noise within the image can each have an effect on how accurately an object can be tracked. Moreover, a number of the aspects of the microscopy employed can in principle influence tracking performance. These include fluorescence versus DIC microscopy, magnification and numerical aperture. Below, we evaluate the contribution of each of these factors individually.
To compare the different tracking methods and the effects of the various manipulations of the images, we quantified the accuracy of the tracking method using the mean radial error. This is determined by taking the difference between the measured and expected x and y positions at every frame, and then computing the radial displacement as r = x 2 + y 2 . The mean is then determined simply as r/N where N is the number of frames examined. Thus, a smaller value of the mean radial error reflects higher accuracy. Constant systematic shifts in the measured x and y positions could lead to an overestimate of the mean radial error. Hence, the latter was calculated after aligning the measured and expected tracks in a way that minimizes the total error.
With this brief overview complete, we now turn to our experiments testing the impact of each of these factors.
Sources of noise and noise effects
Shot noise results from variations in the number of photons striking the detector at any given time. It is a Poisson process resulting in noise with an amplitude of √ N, when N is the number of photoelectrons collected at the surface. This sort of noise is unavoidable in an optical system and becomes more significant at low light levels. Noise can also result from the mechanical jitter from recording to video cassette and the electronics of the VCR. Any traditional recording method requires analog-to-digital conversion in order to track on a computer, and this conversion results in pixel jitter and the addition of further electronic noise. Once an image is digitized, it may be digitally compressed to take up less hard drive space. Most compression algorithms introduce artifacts, resulting in possible distortion or noise in the image. In the following paragraphs these issues are addressed.
Signal-to-noise effects.
Cheezum et al demonstrated that below a S/N of about 4 the response of all tracking algorithms they tested became essentially random. Experimental images are rarely free of noise and the performance of the different tracking algorithms is expected to be sensitive to such noise. We measured the accuracy of our test methods versus S/N and found a sharp fall-off in accuracy beginning around a signal to noise of 9 (figure 2). For a reasonable-quality image we would expect a S/N value of 10 or above; over this range most methods performed quite nicely, with the exception of MetaTM (over the entire range). Figure 3 shows typical histograms of the radial error. The distribution around the mean is relatively large and grows with the mean. Our tests suggest that accuracy for determination of a particle position in a DIC image is approximately the same as for a particle in a fluorescence image given certain caveats (see below). Effects due to VCR recording. To test the effect of video tape recording on the accuracy of position determination, a 450 nm bead stuck to a microscope coverslip was moved by a piezoelectric stage and simultaneously tracked directly and recorded to video tape. Recording to SVHS video tape resulted in an increase in the mean radial error as well as an increase in the standard deviation relative to direct tracking (figure 4); 1.9 nm versus 1.4 nm mean radial error, respectively.
Compression effects. When tracking, images are often saved to the hard drive. In order to save space, digital compression algorithms are used. Unless a compression algorithm is lossless (all pixel values are preserved exactly as in the original uncompressed image as in PNG and ZIP) there will be artifacts resulting from compression (JPEG, MPEG, most other methods). These artifacts add an additional noise component; can this component affect the accuracy and precision of a tracking algorithm? To examine this, a stack of images was compressed with various algorithms and tracked using each tracking method.
From this study, we discovered that for simulated fluorescence and DIC images with a reasonable level of noise (S/N ∼14) the compression methods had little effect (figure 5) unless compression was aggressively applied (an exception being Cinepack, which did not work as well for our test images). Hence, it seems likely that in real-world conditions, positional errors introduced by image compression would be small compared to the deviations introduced by photon shot noise. An additional caveat is that compression algorithms that reduce the number of gray levels (such as the 'video' format under QuickTime) will artificially limit the accuracy tracking algorithms can achieve. Methods of compression that require color should be avoided by people using grayscale cameras, as color representations of grayscale take up a great deal of space (typically, three times the space). Table 1 summarizes some of the compression methods with the compression ratios measured during our testing (mean of 550 images compared to a stack of TIFF images). During the compression trials, a weakness in MetaThresh1 was revealed: in a few cases, the automatic threshold level resulted in the program failing to track or performing an unusually bad track. MetaThresh2, which uses a manually set threshold, had no difficulties.
Microscopy: fluorescence versus DIC
While fluorescence microscopy uses the sample fluorescence to create contrast, DIC microscopy relies on changes in the index of refraction in the sample to generate contrasted images. Qualitatively, three differences stand out for DIC and fluorescence images. First, fluorescence images (of beads, virus particles, etc.) typically have a very circular appearance similar to that in figure 1 , while DIC images often have a dark side and a light side destroying any radial symmetry the underlying object (a bead, for instance) may have (see insert in figure 6 ). Second, fluorescent objects are usually bright on a very dark background while DIC images are typically darker and lighter than a fairly high background value (relative to fluorescence images). Third, DIC images of radially symmetric objects are often not radially symmetric but do have an axis of symmetry that is not always aligned with the x or y axes of the camera system. In the simulations, pseudo-DIC images are slightly harder to track than fluorescence images. Results for pure centroid and correlation/centroid methods are not affected by the axis of symmetry not being aligned with the x or y axes of the camera system, but methods that make use of correlation/parabolic or correlation/parabolic surface fitting are strongly affected by rotation of the axis of symmetry ( figure 6 ). In the case of these pseudo-DIC images, the correlation image is elliptical and the long axis of the ellipse is aligned along the symmetry axis in the image. The reason the parabolic methods fail is clear on inspection of the equations which are fit in each case (see materials and methods). The equations are oriented to lie along the x-y axes. In theory, performance of these algorithms can be improved significantly by allowing the parabolic equation to rotate or by rotating the image so the axis of symmetry coincides with either the x or y axis.
For real DIC images we made the following qualitative observations. When using LV-PSF with an odd grid size for parabolic fitting, very clear jumps appeared halfway through each pixel while with an even grid size these jumps did not appear. This jumping did not appear with either odd or even grid size for simulated fluorescence images. We believe the reason an even grid does better is because it lacks a clear center point. Despite the jumps, the mean radial error did not suffer much degradation. Meta-TM and Meta-Thres1 did not track the sample DIC images well, displaying pixel latching ( jumping between whole pixel values). Generally, DIC images require more care in setting the parameters of the tracking algorithm (template/search region size, threshold level and grid size where applicable) than tracking of fluorescence images. The pattern of pixel bias is clearer for tracks of DIC than for simulated fluorescence, but tend to follow the pattern reported by Cheezum et al (sine or triangle wave-like). Settings for template size and search radius must be carefully explored to avoid producing steps in ISee PSF, ISEE CM and LVCM.
Microscopy: magnification effects
The actual relationship between a pixel in the image and the corresponding number of nanometers in the object (and hence the 'total magnification' of the image) depends on both the physical size of the pixels on the camera's CCD chip and the optical magnification of a microscope. As magnification decreases, the same object will appear smaller. This can have two effects on tracking algorithms. First, fewer pixels are available to average to produce a measurement of the mean, resulting in a wider possible spread. Second, tracking algorithms are capable of detecting only fractional pixel changes of a certain size regardless of how many nanometers a pixel represents. In principle, this results in a linear loss of accuracy with lower magnification if the S/N is unaltered. But is this what we observe experimentally?
Indeed, best accuracy results from using the highest magnification available, being sensitive to issues of S/N. The mean radial error does change essentially linearly with magnification ( figure 11) . Thus, 4× more magnification means 4× improved accuracy. The SEM (or SD) also scales essentially linearly with magnification, although it is hard to see in the figure. However, as the magnification increases, the illumination will decrease as the square of the magnification [26] (see page 127, 137) resulting in a decrease in S/N proportional to magnification if the overall illumination is not increased externally. With the reduced S/N (more noise), the accuracy of the tracking algorithms falls off as demonstrated in figure 2 . Thus, there is a practical limit to the maximum magnification one can achieve; in practice usually 30-40 nm/ pixel. However, not all methods are equally affected by noise: methods based on pure centroid are more sensitive to noise than correlation-based methods. If a threshold is not applied, or if the threshold fails to isolate the object from the noise, then the noise-related impairment of the pure centroid methods becomes dramatic (see LVCent in figure 2).
Microscopy: numerical aperture effects
Another factor that changes the image of an object is the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective used. Figure 7 shows the effect of NA on the relative mean radial error for all methods at a magnification of 33 nm/pixel. A value of 1 means that the mean radial error was the same for NA 1.3 and NA 0.6. A value near 1 was typical, and the deviations above or below 1 for the different methods visible in this graph should not be interpreted as a trend as the pattern does not hold for other magnifications. Thus, it appears that overall NA is not important. Note however, that for clean comparisons of the importance of NA, in our synthetic images, changes in NA were independent of signal-to-noise. Thus, when the numerical aperture changed, the S/N did not. In cases where light is limiting, S/N will potentially decrease as NA decreases and S/N is known to affect accuracy (figure 2).
A priori, it was unclear what to expect from changes in numerical aperture: resolution (i.e. ability to differentiate between close objects) improves with high NA, which might suggest that the accuracy of particle position determination might also improve with high NA. However, a lower NA results in a wider point-spread function, meaning that at the same magnification an object will appear larger. Thus, in principle as the object extends over more pixels, one might have more data to fit to, which might improve accuracy. These competing effects appear to balance out, as we found no effect of NA on accuracy. However, in a real experiment, we expect that lowering the NA while holding the magnification constant could decrease tracking accuracy due to a decrease in the S/N ratio. The illumination of the CCD scales with the square of the numerical aperture [26] (see page 137). If one used the same magnification lens but with the NA values tested here the higher NA lens would provide 1.3 2 /0.6 2 = 4.7 times the illumination. Since the shot noise of the system goes as the square root of the illumination, the S/N will be equal to the square root of the illumination. So for our example, the S/N for NA 1.3 will be about √ 4.7 ≈ 2 times higher than for NA 0.6, provided the illumination is not adjusted by other means. If it is possible to avoid a decrease in S/N (e.g. by increasing illumination) or if the S/N is already high (greater than about 30) then the NA should be irrelevant as far a tracking accuracy is concerned.
Digital versus analog cameras
Analog images are actually the composite of two exposures, one for the odd lines the other for the even, taken 1/60th of a second apart and combined (interlaced) 30 times per second, for the NTSC standard, to produce an image. For fast moving objects, this creates a distinct serrated appearance on the border of objects because the object has shifted between frames. Progressive scan digital cameras do not do this; they instead take 30 whole images every second. Analog interlacing could thus be expected to result in an increased error in determining the position of the object being tracked.
To test the effect of interlacing, beads stuck to a microscope coverslip and moved by a piezoelectric stage were imaged using both digital and analog cameras. Necessarily, their magnifications were different: 24.3 nm/pixel for the digital camera versus 30 nm/pixel for the analog camera. The values compared in the following are adjusted to account for this magnification difference. For slow motion along the x-axis (30 nm s −1 ) the relative errors were as follows: 1.4 nm for the digital camera versus 1.4 nm for direct tracking of analog camera data (tracking off a SVHS record increased the error as discussed above). Similarly, for fast motion (1 µm s −1 ) the errors were 2.2 nm in both cases, suggesting that interlacing does not affect the accuracy of particle tracking while intuitively one would expect it to.
To further investigate the effect of interlacing, the program generating the pseudo-DIC images was altered to create noisefree simulated analog images: the object was moved twice per whole frame and alternating lines from each half frame were interlaced. Multiple sets of data were created to simulate slow and fast object displacement: from a small fraction of a pixel/frame to about 3 pixels/frame. This corresponds to a velocity range of 6-96 nm/frame, the pixel-size being 33 nm in this simulation. These noise-free images revealed no distinct effect resulting from their analog nature. Although the mean radial error and SD values varied, it was in no pattern (figure 8). Moreover, adding noise masked any observed variation for the two cases tested of 2/11 and 10/11 of a pixel displacement per frame. We also performed a qualitative comparison of video tracking and quadrant photodiode tracking, a method known to have nanometer accuracy. In quadrant photodiode-based tracking, laser light scattered off the moving particle is detected by a segmented photodiode; changes in the difference signals between the different quadrants reflect changes in the position of the particle [27] . While the quadrant photodiode is fast, its nonlinear response outside a small region makes it unsuitable for measurements of large-scale motions (e.g molecular motor processivity). This system also has a disadvantage in vivo where objects outside the plane of focus interfere with the laser used for position detection. Video tracking methods were found to follow the quadrant photodiode track relatively well, despite their lower temporal resolution (figure 9). This alignment indicates similar precision is possible from video tracking as from the quadrant photodiode, though video suffers from its slow speed and from unavoidable pixel bias [21] . Quick events, such as a molecular motor's step, are more easily seen in quadrant photodiode data. A fast camera system (currently easily attainable with digital cameras) and custom or off-the-shelf video tracking software, however, should be able to give excellent results in situations where the quadrant photodiode would be unusable.
Method bias and other errors
One subtlety when tracking is the (user-defined) choice of template size. This was found to have a dramatic effect on most tracking methods. In figure 10 , steps that do not exist in the raw data are observed as the template size rises. A similar trend is generally observed for all other methods tested except for LVPara and LVPSF which only look at the brightest pixel and its nearest neighbors in the correlation image. This artificial step generation is probably linked to the auto threshold function failing to choose a good threshold Figure 9 . The precision of video tracking (black) is compared to a quadrant photodiode track (red) of a bead moved on a piezo stage in 10 nm steps. As described in the main text of this paper, the photodiode, while being very precise, has a linear response only over small distances (∼150 nm) which makes it unusable when objects are moving long distances. Video tracking is shown here to give comparable precision but with a much smaller temporal resolution. The BPD record was median filtered. value. Changing the search region size or manually setting the threshold or changing the properties of the auto threshold function can counteract this effect. Much of the same holds for noisy conditions (data not shown).
Discussion
Doing the best to follow the object Most tracking methods investigated do reasonably well, with the results typically clustering around a few nanometers of mean radial deviation from the true position. Thus, the typical claim of 10 nm accuracy is conservative as long as the measurements are made with high enough magnification that each pixel is 40 nm in size or less and S/N is kept above 10. ISee's NanoTrack method is particularly good (though not as good as other methods in situations of almost no noise) as it has consistent performance over a wide range of S/N. Metamorph can also yield good results using the MetaThresh2 option, but in this case more user expertise is required to appropriately set the threshold level (as discussed below). Good results are possible with pure centroid methods but this requires special attention to the threshold level, and becomes limited more quickly by S/N (see below). That being said, pure centroid methods are attractive because, being computationally simple, they allow higher speed.
Caveats and subtleties In correlation-based methods, a large template with a small search region can cause serious problems. In some cases, the correlation image may become filled by the correlation object (see supplementary figure II available from stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/2/60). When the correlation object is allowed to overfill the correlation image in this way, information important for the center-of-mass calculation is lost and errors (apparent steps where no steps are actually present, figure 10 ) will occur. This is most likely to occur when the template image is very large in relation to the search region. In such cases it is possible to manually set a threshold level that will provide better results, or alter the settings for the auto-thresholding function. Threshold Image is the best method in MetaMorph, although careful attention must be paid to setting the threshold level. Best results were obtained by increasing the threshold level until as much of the background was lost as possible while retaining the shape of the object (supplementary figure III available from stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/2/60). Using the automatic thresholding setting in MetaMorph, 'threshold for light objects', similar results were often obtained. However, this method occasionally tracked poorly or failed to track.
Conversely, the correlation object may become smaller than the grid chosen for parabolic surface fit methods. When this happens an analogous effect occurs-the trace of particle motion displays steps. This creates a lower limit on the magnification, as the object must be large enough to ensure the correlation image of the object is larger than the desired grid size.
Magnification, numerical aperture and illumination As previously mentioned, illumination scales as the square of NA and the inverse square of magnification [26] the objective being investigated. For the lenses and values chosen above, the S/N would become about 9 for both the 60× air lens and the 100× oil lens. Thus, in this case, the 60× air and the 100× oil would have the same performance as far as the S/N is concerned. The 100× lens, however, will still have an advantage due to the scaling of tracking resolution with magnification ( figure 11) .
Use of the tracking data for velocity measurements and colocalization studies In this manuscript, we evaluated the accuracy of a number of particle tracking methods. In most cases, we found a mean radial error significantly less than 5 nm. From a typical histogram of radial errors (figure 3), we also observe that any individual measurement is likely to be within approximately 5 radial nm of its actual position for images with typical S/N values. This magnitude of individual variation has implications for two uses of such position data: calculation of instantaneous velocities, and measurements of particle colocalization using two fluorescence channels to look at two classes of different fluorescently labeled particles. Measuring a particle's instantaneous velocity should be done with care. For the case shown in figure 3 (b), a particle moving 1 nm between consecutive frames could be measured to have moved as much as 10 nm (5 nm uncertainty for both endpoints, in opposite directions) and its instantaneous velocity would therefore be measured to be ten times larger than the actual value. As the histogram shows, however, an error that large is very unlikely, and the measurement in the following frame is likely to be closer to the true value. After a certain number of frames-depending on the speed of the particle-even in the worst-case scenario this uncertainty in position determination will contribute only a small percentage of the total displacement. Hence, the number of frames used to calculate the 'instantaneous' velocity should be chosen dependent on the approximate mean velocity of the particle. This should be done in a way that, on average, from the start to end of the chosen period the particle will have moved a few multiples of the maximal error. For instance, for a particle moving 100 nm s −1 , if the period is chosen to be 0.33 s, on average the particle will have gone 33 nm, so a typical 'bad' error of 6-8 nm (3-4 nm from each endpoint) would give approximately a 20% error in calculation of instantaneous velocity. For slow moving particles, it is possible to average the position from immediately successive points to decrease the position error.
A closely related issue is the co-localization of different fluorescently labeled objects. A similar argument leads us to the conclusion that two objects can be found to be separated by as much as 10 nm (5 nm uncertainty for each) while they in reality lie on top of each other. This, however, can be improved if the co-localization of many similar objects is measured. The uncertainty will then be close to about 6 nm (two times the peak position in the histogram). This, however, is only true for extended objects. If, on the other hand, the two objects are labeled with single fluorophores, a Gaussian fit to the respective intensities should be able to localize them with higher accuracy [14] [15] [16] 21] .
Additionally, the noise inherent in the system can cause apparent sub-diffusion, discussed in detail by Martin et al [28] .
Conclusion and outlook
Particle tracking is powerful, and can be done with remarkable accuracy when one pays attention to a few details. With a good signal-to-noise ratio and large magnification, without undue work it should be possible for most labs to achieve better than 5 nm accuracy in localization of individual particles. It is similarly easy, however, to reach false conclusions when tracking by underestimating the effects of the different factors affecting accuracy discussed in this paper. Hence, utmost care must be taken. Given the numerous new ways of visualizing proteins and the increased attention being paid to dynamic cellular organization, the use and importance of such tracking data should increase dramatically in the years to come.
Glossary
Accuracy. In this paper, the uncertainty with which a method determines the position of an isolated object.
Correlation (COR).
Measure of how related a region of an image is to a template.
Interpolation. A mathematical method that estimates the value of a function at points between given values.
Lossy. A method that loses information in the process of compression.
Pixel bias error. The tendency of a tracking method to prefer certain regions in a pixel.
Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
The ratio between the number of signal photoelectrons to the number of noise photoelectrons (produced by electronic noise, etc.) received.
Sum-absolute difference (SAD).
A method that determines the amount of translation of a template relative to an image by minimizing the sum of absolute differences.
